Abstract-A powerful eigenfilter approach is proposed to determine the optimal coefficients of McClellan transformation. It can design arbitrary shape transformation contours to map from 1-D prototypes to 2-D FIR filters very effectively. This paper presents the design methods for 2-D fan filters with general slope and inclination angle, elliptically symmetric filters of arbitrary orientation, circularly symmetric filters, and diamond-shaped filters in details. Several numerical examples are given to demonstrate the usefulness and the efficiency of the present method.
(lb)
The transform in (1) [8] , which has successfully been used to design 1-D and 2-D FIR filters in the optimal least square sense. It involves the integration of least square error along the desired contour; by minimizing a quadratic measure of the total error along the contour, a real eigenvector of an appropriate matrix is computed to get the McClellan transform coefficients. It is shown that this technique gives better results than those reported by the recent literature. Also the technique can put certain constraints on the transform coefficients such that the scaling of the transformation can be avoided [2], [9] . This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the design of 2-D quadrantally symmetric fan filters with arbitrary inclination and the results are compared with those of [10] . Also we shall present the application of the eigenfilter approach for determining the McClellan transform coefficients. Sections III and IV explain the design of quadrantally elliptically symmetric filters and the elliptically symmetric filters of arbitrary orientation respectively, and then we compare the results with those of References [2], [11], and [4] . Section V discusses the design of quadrantally circularly symmetric filters and diamond-shaped filters. It is found that only one transformation coefficient needs be determined, then the solution can be easily obtained to minimize the error without the eigenfilter approach. wc; and its isopotential contours are also plotted in Fig. 10 for reference.
VI. CONCLUSIONS This paper presents a powerful eigenfilter approach to determine the optimal coefficients of McClellan transformation. The contour error minimization is extremely simple and fast through very small size matrix eigenvector computation. It can design arbitrary shape transformation contours to map from 1-D prototypes to 2-D FIR filters very effectively. Several numerical examples including 2-D fan filters, elliptically/circularly symmetric filters, and diamond-shape filters are demonstrated to show the effectiveness of this approach. 
